Psycho Students
Analyze Prisoners

By SHEILA FITZGERALD

The psychology class, under the direction of the supervisor, Mr. Edward Fagan of the English department, and the student teacher, Mr. Reuben Garcia, ventured on a field trip to the Albany county jail, Thursday, January 13.

Misunderstanding concerning the time of departure caused students to begin filing out of classes between 11:20 and 11:40 a.m. Finally the class was ready to leave at "high noon." The ride to its destination point was fun because of a "crazy, mixed-up" seat in the rear of one of the State college station wagons.

Pupils Locked In

Upon arrival, the police sergeant introduced himself as the guide. The students moved inward; the barred doors locked behind. Immediate observations proved to all eyes the cleanliness and neatness of the jail.

The dining hall was a large well-organized room capable of seating and serving 200 prisoners within 15 minutes. Each individual table of men in the hall elects a "runner" during meals to see that his fellow prisoners are served properly.

Inmates' Privileges, Restrictions
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"Give to our Navajo, give to our Navajo friends." This was the cry of arousing enthusiasm shouted by Milne students on January 13, pop assembly sponsored by the combined student councils and assembly committee. The program was presented in coordination with the annual "Save the Children Federation Drive."

In a brief message, Stephanie Condon appealed to the hearts of students by presenting an accurate picture of the living conditions and daily life of the Navajos. The more materialistic side of the program and an appeal to give generously was presented by Dave Wilson.

Council Sponsors A Navajo

The varisty cheerleaders, assisted by the Fitzgerald twins, and Paul Howard, provided the additional pep for the assembly by leading the student body in songs and cheers for the Navajo child the school had chosen to support.

Collections were taken in the respective homerooms immediately following the assembly under the direction of Miss Millicent Haines of the social studies department, Doris Markowitz of the senior student council, and Larry Kupperburg of the junior student council. A total of $132.79 was given by Milne students.
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Exams Press Dress Discretion

"Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy, 
But not express’d in fancy: rich, not gaudy: 
For the apparel oft proclaims the man."

A problem within our school for some years, Polonius explains it quite well to his son, Laertes, in the well-known quote from Shakespeare’s play, "Hamlet.

How good can a student’s prudence be? It can be as good as the years of discretion will allow. Often Milnites are tempted to wear attire that arouses caustic phrases and the temptation usually increases during the annual examination period. This change of apparel is frowned upon by the administration as well as by fellow students.

Looking at the matter from another angle, what must occur in the minds of the public when they relate the appearance of the Milnite off campus with that of the school? First impressions are lasting and chances for redemption are few.

The mid-year exams are now upon us, so let’s do our part to make those first impressions worthy ones and erase the need for second chances.

**ALUMNEWS**

Arthur Melius ’54, was a solicitor for the Hamilton college campus drive held recently. A freshman at Hamilton, Arthur canvassed the Emerson literary society, local fraternity where he is a pledge.

Bob is a senior at Trinity College, San Antonio, Texas. The mid-year exams are now upon us, so let’s do our part to make those first impressions worthy ones and erase the need for second chances.

Laura Lea Paxton ’49, is engaged to Wesley Nathan Warmanaker of St. Mathews, S. C. Also engaged from the class of ’48 is Ed Wilson to Miss Betsy Weilbacher. Ed is a graduate of St. Lawrence University and is now completing work for his masters degree at Harvard graduate school of business.

Robert A. Hughes ’48, is engaged to Marie M. Saper. Bob is a senior at Trinity College, San Antonio, Texas. Some of the alumni seen enjoying themselves at the Alumni Ball were: Ginny Edwards ’54 and Gene Cassidy ’52; Mary MacNamara ’54 and Dick Nathan ’58; Marilyn and Ronald Dillon ’53; Cressy McNutt and Bob Richardson, both of the class of ’53 and Gretchen Wright ’54 and Jerry Hanley ’53.

By Hilda.

**Get your foot off my side!”**

The big event of the holidays was the Alumni Ball put on by the Juniors. Looking as pretty as a picture and dancing under the crystal Ball were Gina Hunt- 

The junior high also had quite a few parties over the vacation. Seen at Jennifer Jackson’s open house were Howard Wildove, Ann Pitkin, Ann Quinekent, Bryde King, Linda Scher and Bud Meh.

The alumni grade at Albany academy sported many loyal supporters of last year’s basketball team. Some of the enthusiastic fans were Kate Simmons, Sue McNeil, Jane Armstrong, Richie Lockwood, Pete Hoppner and Carl Eppelmann.

Another junior high party included Fred Taylor, Linda Berg, Sue Huebner, Ann Marshall, and Bob Blyby. The party was given by Steve Radin.

Sara and Bob Seiter had their traditional Christmas party which included many Alumni besides quite a number of present Milnites. Among the kids pulling the tins off the Xmas tree were Barbara Wolman, Larry Genden, Dixon Well, Jerry Kane, Judy Young, Dave Brown, Pete Birkel, Janet Vine and Mickey Cohen.

By Sheila, Lois ’n Richie

**Look What’s Coming**

Mon., Jan. 24—Junior high end semester tests and has a vacation until Feb.

Tues., Feb. 1—School resumes.

Fri., Feb. 4—Report cards distributed in homerooms.

Sat., Feb. 5—Qu.T.S.A. dance.

Feb. 21-22—Washington’s birthday, holiday.
Raiders Top Rams, 65-64

First Overtime Win in Years

Milne’s Red Raiders invaded Van Rensselaer on January 7, and came out victorious in an ulcer causing game.

The first stanza was dominated by the battling Rams. Sal Scattarregia, Bob Bissell and Mike Stock, who sank seven out of eight foul shots, powered the host team to a 22-12 bulge.

The second quarter proved to be a reversal of the first. It took only the flip of a coin to determine who would be on top. Paul Howard and Russ Peck, six. For the home club in the second quarter, the Raiders scored 21 points. The half ended with the Blanket-city squad on top, 34-32.

Raiders Ball

The home club battled hard as the third period opened, but they could not contain “jumping” Joel Stock, who sank seven out of eight foul shots, and added 27 points. The third period opened, but they were unable to catch the Academy five points. Paul Howard had nine and Russ Peck, six. For the home club in the third period, the Raiders scored 31 points.

Second Quarter

The second quarter proved to be a reversal of the first. It took only the flip of a coin to determine who would be on top. Paul Howard and Joel Berman led the Raiders to a 15-11 lead, but the Rams ended the quarter on a 14-2 run, to take a 43-43 tie into the final stanza.

Penalty

In the final stanza, the Rams got on top 60-58, but the Red Raiders made a 7-2 run to tie the score at 62-62.

Scattarregia

Scattarregia missed both shots. The Rams got the rebound, but could not hold it. Milne got the control of the ball and lost it with two seconds left. The Raiders had to gamble on a long shot by Sears, which failed as the buzzer sounded.

Red Raiders Edge Columbia, 59-56

Milne held off a last period Columbia surge to defeat the lads from East Greenbush by a score of 59-56. The contest was a wild and woolly affair. The crowd was in an uproar as Milne defended the Points. The game, which was held in Page Hall gym, January 14.

Joel Berman came through with 18 points to spark the Milnites to victory. The high scorer of the game, however, was Clifford of Columbia who hooped 22 points for the losers.

Second Quarter

Upon analyzing this exciting game, the first half of the second quarter proved to be a reversal of the first. It was a fast-paced game, with Columbia leading by a score of 30-25. The second half was played in a similar manner, with Milne leading by a score of 59-56.

Milne Defense

In holding Columbia down to a relatively small score it is obvious that the Milne defense was at its best. Paul Howard and Joel Berman were especially effective defensively.

Second Period

In the second period, Milne took an early lead in the contest but Columbia came back to tie the score at the end of the first quarter. In the second period Milne took a formidable lead 36 to 29 and during this stanza the Red Raiders were definitely superior offensively and defensively. In the third period Milne held the lead and it was not until late in the final quarter that Columbia tied the score. The battle Blue and White threatened to jump ahead, but quite made it as the Red Raiders’ defense again proved its strength. Milne rebounded a minute before the end of the game, to win by three points, 59-56.

The Milne Jayvees were defeated in the preliminary contest by a score of 49-50.
**Student Body Preparing for Examinations**

By Alma Becker

It won’t be long before students throughout the country will be registering for the spring siesta. Student teachers will be on hand, and a new group of the fresh, selected, unconditioned kind will be coming on board. Out of all our again our student body will be preparing these prospective teachers for the examinations they will be taking, and certainly can be proud of our teachers that have graduated from State.

Milne Retains Motto

Milne has retained its motto of making it to the end. In this class too. We really aren’t too hard on them, are we? I haven’t been in a class one yet, but looking at Ro bigotry, it seems as plain as the doze on your face, the prospect of these tests probably won’t be too bright. Congratulations. If you are one of the smarter kind who can doze and learn at the same time, you have absolutely nothing to worry about except passing this semester’s work.

Teachers Dig Up Stuff

Some of the classes in school are already preparing for the tests which they have to take. Is it any wonder? It’s a funny thing, teachers seem to be able to dig up stuff that you have been learning as plain as a broomstick. We’ve all heard about those seniors in the college whom you just can’t take. I haven’t really had a teacher that was that bad, though, but I have! They might seem to be ogres sometimes when they decide to give you a pop quiz, but I’m sorry to see them go. Remarks like, “I wonder where she parked her broomstick,” soon become, “Oh, I guess she was all right.”

**Cynthia Berberian**

This issue of the “Spotlight” shines on a most remarkable and talented young lady, Cynthia Berberian, originally from Beirut, Lebanon.

Cynthia entered Milne’s seventh grade and while here has been a cheerleader, secretary and treasurer of Quin, a Milnette, news editor of Crimson and White and a member of the senior play cast. As you can see she’s kept quite busy.

“Cyndy’s” pet peeve is little brothers who try to entertain her boyfriends. Her favorite dish is Shish-kabob, an Armenian dish. Another one of her likes is Scott’s grey convertible.

Cynthia has been studying piano for 12 years. Perhaps you attended her professional piano debut not too long ago. In keeping with this, she plans to attend Julliard School of Music next year, where she has been awarded a scholarship. After this, her goal is to become a musicologist.

**Martin Silberg**

Here’s a student who needs no introduction, Martin Aaron Silberg. “Hernando,” as he was nicknamed, and duct here in Milne at 8:00 a.m., April 5, 1937. Marty, as he is more commonly called, attended P.S. 19 before coming to Milne.

Marty spends much of his time as a numismatist (collector of American coins), but still manages to find time for “certain exertions on opposite attractions,” eating Ruby Foo’s special and public speaking. “It’s imperative” is Marty’s favorite quotation (**) .

Marty greatly dislik es Ed Berkun’s photography (this boy has to go). I.B.M. machines, and the “lip artists” in his homeroom.

Marty is a member of Theta Nu and the Debate Club, and he was also a delegate to the C.S.P.A. convention. He is now business editor of the Bricks and Ivy.

The only thing Marty will miss about Milne when he goes to Dartmouth is the “lusciuous aroma of sulfur blooming through the halls.” Marty is graduating next year, and plans to enter the banking business.

**Edward Berkun**

Ladies and gentlemen! Introducing the one, the only, Ed Berkun. He has taken part in and headed, many school activities. Among these many are; photographer for the Crimson and White, member of Bricks and Ivy and Theta Nu, treasurer of the senior student council, chairman of the student-faculty committee, a graduation usher, and a member of the debate club.

Edward Arthur was born in our fair city in the “wee” hours of the morning, June 21, 1927. Ed says that his favorite pastime is "loafin" and taking those wonderful pictures for the page. “Amiable Ed” likes most “anything!” However, Ed is one of the vast majority of sensible males who dislike Bermuda shorts.

Ed says that he’ll really miss those modern, up-to-date lockers in the boys’ room. So far, Eddie has only been a member of props for the senior play, and a card party chairman, an alumni relations chairman, a debating chairman, and a member of the student council, in Page Hall gym, and taking those wonderful pictures for the page. “Amiable Ed” likes most “anything!” However, Ed is one of the vast majority of sensible males who dislike Bermuda shorts.

**Alma Becker**

May 29, 1937, appropriately enough, was the date that Alma Mae Becker entered the world. The “bestest” chairman Milne has yet seen, Alma has been chosen chairman of the Junior Council, an alumni party chairman, and chairman of the senior party outhes. This little bundle of humor also writes the feature column of the Crimson and White.

Alma says that she likes roast people and ducks, eggs, that's roast duck and people. This otherwise amiable girl dislikes people who pinch her cheeks and call her “pudgy baby.” To these folks she'll say, “If you don’t watch out I'll cut you up in pieces and pour you over the Christmas tree.”

Alma’s ambition is to raise huns. She is also considering a nursing career (sounds more logical). She has already been accepted at Russell Sage.

Alma says she’ll miss freezing in every classroom at Milne. Here’s hoping there’s more heat at Sage.


**Sophomore Class** — Stephen Arnold, Emily Blau, Gertrude Fray, Elin Grinnell, Ellen Hopper, Robert Kereull, Carolyn Male, Margaret Male, Kent May, Sue Powell, Ellen Somers, Arlene Susser, Helen Styles, Russell Webber, and Sandrin Wurster.


**Informal “Snowball”**

As an added attraction, a basketball game was featured between the eighth and ninth grades during the intermission. The Milne art department wishes to announce that it will sponsor a Milne Parents’ Art Exhibit, open to all parents of Milne students, in the near future.

**Associations**

**Give Services**

Did you know all the organizations of Milne and basketball games a success? Many of us do not often realize the work and effort that goes into the fun we enjoy at a game. The Hi-Y has two major jobs. It takes care of the doors and after the games and prints the programs. Adelphoi sells the soft drinks we all need during the halves. M.B.A.A. takes care of the admittance at the games by selling the tickets and looking at your student tax cards.

The next time you go to a game take advantage of these services that are granted you.

**Senior Spotlight**

By Ann 'n Dixon

Seventy-six of our senior high students made the honor roll this past marking period. Two individuals who go to Cynthia Berberian and Doris Markowitz, who both received A’s in all subjects. Leading the school with 21 students on the honor roll, was the junior class.

**Senior Class** — Alma Becker, Carol Becker, Ann Crocker, Cecil Blum, Loren Buck, Joan Dick, Ann Gayle, Judith Hanman, Nancy Keenan, Thomas Nathan, Marion Preissner, Sara Seller, Toby Sheer, Martin Silberg, Faith Shepp, Polly Viner and Judith Young.
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